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Introduction
The Analog Compute Engine (ACE) configurator enables you to configure the Analog Front End (AFE) and ACE in
the SmartFusion Microcontroller Subsystem (MSS). The ACE configurator enables you to select the types of analog
services, threshold flags, and sampling sequences for your system.
The ACE engine consists of 2 primary functional blocks: the sampling sequence engine (SSE) and the post processing
engine (PPE). The SSE is responsible for the sampling sequence of analog services and interfacing with the Analog
Front End and controlling the ADCs and SDDs. The PPE is responsible for the digital post processing of the analog
data, including: averaging, linear transformation, and threshold detection. The ACE configurator generates microcode
for the SSE and PPE based on your selections in the configurator.
For complete details of the ACE and AFE including the register addresses, timing diagrams, and functional
specifications please refer to the Actel SmartFusion Programmable Analog User's Guide.
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1
General Configuration
ADC Configuration

Figure 1-1 · ADC Configuration Controls
The controls shown in Figure 1-1 configure the overall behavior of the ADCs in the SmartFusion device:
• ACLK - This value is read only. It can be changed from the MSS Clock Management configurator. The ACE engine
including SSE and PPE run off of this clock. Furthermore, this clock is used to derive the ADC Clock.
• For optimal ADC sampling throughput, you need to target a clock frequency for ACLK that is a multiple of 4 (ex: 40
MHz or 80 MHz) due to the dividers available in the AFE. This will result in the most optimal ADC Clock.
• ADC Clock - The frequency at which ADC conversions occur. The ACE configurator evaluates the required
acquisition times for all analog services and the ACLK frequency to compute the maximum possible ADC clock
frequency. Only certain divider factors exist to create the ADC Clock from the ACLK; because of this and service
acquisition times, certain ACLK frequencies result in a faster ADC Clock. The maximum frequency for the ADC
clock is 10 MHz.
• Resolution - Resolution of all ADCs. 8, 10, or 12-bit modes. Selecting the resolution affects the meaningful bits read
in the ADC result data.
• In 12-bit mode, ADC uses [11: 0]
• In 10-bit mode, ADC uses [11:2] and [1:0] are grounded
• In 8-bit mode, ADC uses [11:4] and [3:0] are grounded

ACE Advanced Options
The Advanced Options in the ACE configurator enables you to select an external analog reference voltage. Additionally,
you can export an ADC trigger signal to enable sampling that could be used on a single or multiple SmartFusion devices
(as shown in the figure below).

Figure 1-2 · Advanced ACE Options
• Use External Varef - Enable this option if an external analog reference voltage (0 - 3.3 V) is required for the
SmartFusion device. Otherwise, the default internal voltage reference of 2.56 V is used.
The voltage reference value allows the software to calculate proper threshold values flag thresholds. When modifying
this value, the legal range of thresholds for analog services will be affected.
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When enabling this option, you need to drive the external VAREFn pin with the same voltage value specified here.
This value also needs to be used to drive the port in simulation when modeling the Analog behavior.
• Enable simultaneous sampling on multiple chips - For situations where multiple SmartFusion devices are used that
require simultaneous ADC sampling across the devices.
Enabling this option will expose the FABACETRIG input port on the ACE instance. When this signal is asserted,
the ACE will begin sampling.
In addition, this signal can be used by the Fabric to initiate sequencing activity in the ACE.
Refer to the ACE section of the Actel SmartFusion Programmable Analog User's Guide for more details.

8
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Analog Service Configuration
Analog Services
The ACE configurator provides configuration of various analog services. Each service is a distinct analog feature that is
available in SmartFusion (Figure 2-1).

Figure 2-1 · Analog Services in the ACE
To add a service:
1.

Select a service from the "Add Service" list.

2.

Click the Add button. The service is added to your design and the specific analog service configurator opens,
allowing you to customize the service per your application requirements.

3.

Select a Package Pin for the service. Typically you will know which analog pad the service needs to be assigned to
based on your board design. The package pin assignment also determines which ADC is selected.

The Services table shows you the list of services that you have configured, the columns are as follows:
• Service - Service type
• Signal - The user-assigned name for this service
• Sample Time - The acquisition time for an analog input service
• Package Pin - The assigned package pin for this service. The package pin also corresponds to the particular analog pad,
such as, CM0, TM0, ADC6. This pad name is shown in the parenthesis after the package pin name.
• SCB - Signal Conditioning Block. The SCB that this service is associated with. In parenthesis, the logical channel
number is shown. The logical channel number is useful in various registers or DMA data formats to decode the service
of interest.
Finally, the colors of the rows in the table are intended to help distinguish which service is allocated to which ADC. The
legend at the bottom left of the table describes the ADC block and the associated color representation.
The ACE configurator enables configuration of the following services:
• Active Bipolar Prescaler Input - A voltage monitor using the active bipolar prescaler.
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• ADC Direct Input - A voltage monitor using direct ADC input. Useful if the input value is less than the ADC
reference voltage (Varef ) and high accuracy is critical for the application.
• Current Input - Measures the voltage drop across a small external sense resistor placed in the path of a current between
the CM[n] and TM[n] pads
• Differential Input - Measures the differential voltage between the CM[n] and TM[n] pads.
• Temperature Input - Measures temperature of an external temperature sensor
• Analog Comparator - High speed, continuous-time comparators with programmable hysteresis
• Sigma Delta DAC - Configurable Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) with 8, 16, or 24-bit resolution.
• LVTTL Input - Use the analog pads as slow digital inputs
Most of the analog input services have similar features such as digital filtering, linear transformation, and flag threshold
settings. See the following sections for further details on these features:
Digital Filtering the Analog Input
Applying a Linear Transformation to the Analog Input
Setting Threshold Flags to the Analog Input
Monitoring the Analog Input Data through the Signal Processing Path

Active Bipolar Prescaler Input

Figure 2-2 · Configure Active Bipolar Prescaler Input Dialog Box
The Active Bipolar Prescaler Input (ABPS) service shown in Figure 2-2 senses the voltage on an input pad and scales it
to fit the range of the ADC (nominally 0 V to 2.56V, if the internal voltage reference, Varef, is used).
Using the prescaler circuit imposes certain requirements on the acquisition time of the service. The prescaler circuit of
the ABPS has a settling time of 10 s. It is an application-dependent setting and must be accounted for via the acquisition
and hold time for each analog service. A recommended default value is inserted by the ACE configurator when
configuring a new Active Bipolar Prescaler Input but it may be reduced with the possible reduction in sampling accuracy.
See the Actel SmartFusion Programmable Analog User's Guide for more information.

10
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ADC Direct Input

Figure 2-3 · Configure ADC Direct Input Dialog Box
The ADC Direct Input service shown in Figure 2-3 enables you to monitor an analog input signal without any scaling
circuitry in the data path. If the analog input value is less than the ADC voltage reference and high accuracy is important
for the application, then choose the ADC Direct Input service. This input does not have the settling time constraints of
the APBS and should be used when the maximum ADC bandwidth is required.
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Current Input

Figure 2-4 · Configure Current Input Dialog Box
The Current Input service (as shown in Figure 2-4) measures the voltage drop across a small external sense resistor
placed in the path of a current between the CM[n] and TM[n] pads. This analog service requires 2 analog input pads
when used, a CM pad for the current monitor High input signal, and a TM pad for the current monitor Low input
signal.
The current monitor has a nominal differential gain of 50V/V before it is applied to the ADC; there is no pre-scaling on
the voltage measurement. The difference in voltages must be less than the ADC voltage reference. You must choose an
external resistor value that satisfies this condition.
The associated TM pad of the Current Monitor is automatically used when you configure a Current Input. You have the
option of using this TM pad as a Voltage Monitor to sense the voltage value and can be enabled by selecting the Use
Voltage Monitor checkbox.

12
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Differential Input

Figure 2-5 · Configure Differential Input Dialog Box
The Differential Input service (as shown in Figure 2-5) measure the differential voltage between the CM[n] and TM[n]
pads. This analog service requires 2 analog pads when used, a CM pad for the High input signal, and a TM pad for the
Low input signal. Physically, this service uses the Current Monitor circuitry on the device to measure the differential
voltage. The only difference is the absence of the external sense resistor.
The Differential Input service has a nominal differential gain of 50V/V before it is applied to the ADC; there is no prescaling on the voltage measurement. The difference in voltages must be less than the ADC voltage reference.
The associated TM pad of the service is automatically used when you configure a Differential Input service. You have
the option of using this TM pad as a Voltage Monitor to sense the voltage value and can be enabled by selecting the Use
Voltage Monitor checkbox.
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Temperature Input

Figure 2-6 · Configure Temperature Input Dialog Box
The Temperature Input service (as shown in Figure 2-6) measures the temperature using an external PN-junction, such
as a diode-connected bipolar transistor or a PN-junction diode, as a temperature sensor.

Analog Comparator

Figure 2-7 · Configure Analog Comparator Dialog Box
The Analog Comparator service (as shown in Figure 2-7) is a high speed, continuous-time comparator with
programmable hysteresis. The comparator generates a digital output signal, CMP[n] based on the instantaneous voltage
difference measured at its two input pins. If the positive input, CMP[n]_P, voltage is greater than the negative or
inverting input, CMP[n]_N, (also sometimes called the reference input in DC applications), the output, CMP[n], is a
logic 1.

14
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The Signal drop downs are pre-populated with the Pad names of the legal Analog Inputs. If the Pad is also being used
for another service, then its name will appear in blue text underneath the combo box.
The Analog Comparators can be configured to compare either:
• CM[n] and TM[n] pads
• ADC[n] and ADC[n+1] pads
• ADC[n] and SDD (DAC) pads
There are four possible settings for hysteresis: no hysteresis (0 mV); ± 10 mV; ± 30 mV; and ± 100 mV nominal
hysteresis.
The following are a couple of DRC's that the tool checks when configuring the Analog Comparator:
• If the negative input is configured with a Direct Analog Input pad (denoted with ADC), then that same pad cannot
be used as an LVTTL Input service.
• If the negative input is configured with a DAC input, then the corresponding Direct Analog input pad that is connected
to that input cannot be used for another service.

Sigma Delta DAC

Figure 2-8 · Configure Sigma Delta DAC Dialog Box
The Sigma Delta DAC (SDD) service (as shown in Figure 2-8) enables you to perform digital-to-analog conversions.
The DAC Resolution control enables you to configure the SDD to convert 8, 16, or 24-bit unsigned binary digital input
words.
The source of the digital input word to be converted can be from various sources, including:
• ACE Accumulator - You need to write to DACn_BYTE0, DACn_BYTE1, and DACn_BYTE2 of the ACE registers
directly from the Cortex-M3 via firmware. Additionally, you can write to eSSE_DACn_BYTES01 if you chose a
resolution of 16 is chosen.
• Fabric - The digital input word is driven from the Fabric. When this option is selected, additional input ports become
available on the ACE block that need to be promoted to the top level of the MSS component so that it can be driven
by the Fabric. These additional ports are:
• FABSDDnD: Data from FPGA fabric driving the input to the SDD[n]
• FABSDDnCLK: Clock from FPGA fabric for SDD[n]
• Software - You will write to DACn_CTRL bit [4] of the ACE registers to drive the input to the SDD[n]
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• Constant - In applications that require constant value driven out of the SDD, a value can be specified in the provided
field which will automatically be written to the DACn_BYTE registers. The unit of this field changes between Voltage
(V) and Current (μA) depending upon the SDD output configuration.
The SDD can put out either a voltage or a current by selecting the checkbox above the picture of the resistor in the SDD
configurator. The range of the SDD will be updated to reflect the selection. In current output mode, the nominal
output range is from 0 mA to 256 μA, and the SDD has a high output impedance. In voltage output mode, a nominal
10 KOhm internal resistor load is applied, making the nominal output range 0 V to 2.56 V, with a 10 KW output
impedance.

LVTTL Input

Figure 2-9 · Configure LVTTL Input Dialog Box
The LVTTL Input service (as shown in Figure 2-9) enables configuration of an unused analog pad as a slow digital
input. See the Actel SmartFusion Programmable Analog User's Guide for more information on the specifications of the
slow digital input.
The Input signal name is the name of your analog pad used as a digital input. This PAD is promoted to top level
automatically when used. The Output signal name is a port on the ACE instance that is available to the FPGA fabric.

Digital Filtering the Analog Input

Figure 2-10 · Digital Filtering Option in the ACE
The Digital Filtering is performed by the PPE inside the ACE.
Once the ADC finishes converting the analog signal to a digital value, the PPE can be configured to filter (average) the
resulting digital output (as shown in Figure 2-10). Digital filtering is performed using a single-pole low-pass filter
implemented which can be used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. If the ADC input data is very erratic, the filtering
will smooth out the input and reduces the noise.
The filtered value is calculated using the following equation:
Filtering_resultn = filtering_resultn-1 + (ADC_Resultn/ filtering_factor) - (filtering_resultn-1/ filtering_factor)
If the Digital filtering factor is set to None in the service dialog, then the filtering algorithm is not applied to that
service.
In some cases, where the inputs are very low frequency, and the electrical environment is not very noisy, it may be
possible to proceed without any special filtering of analog input signals. However, in most applications it is desirable to
at least implement a simple post-conversion digital filter by oversampling and averaging several results to reduce the
effects of random noise in the conversion signal path and improve overall accuracy. This simple averaging is

16
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automatically handled by the PPE inside the ACE by setting the Digital Filtering factor in the service configurator to
specify the number of samples to be averaged (factor F: F samples are averaged together).
For situations where greater accuracy is required, an external analog filter may be needed to eliminate non-random and
out-of-band noise sources. If an analog filter is not used to restrict the input signal content to the band-of-interest, any
out-of-band signals or noise will be aliased into the conversion result as random in-band noise.
Some applications (for example, those that require frequency detection) may need both external analog filtering to limit
out-of-band effects, and more sophisticated digital processing such as a multi-tap Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter.
Initial Filtering Value - The initial filtering value enables you to specify the starting value for the averaging function
(Filtering Result[0]). This enables you to 'seed' your filtering function so that there are no erroneous values produced
during the beginning of operation.
If an initial filtering value isn't used, the filtering function always starts with FilteringResult[0] = 0, thereby skewing the
results towards 0 during the first range of samples.
Range - The legal range for the initial value is:
• The prescaler range for an ABPS OR
• 0-2.56V for an ADC direct input.
Send Filtered result to DMA - See “Monitoring the Analog Input Data Through the Signal Processing Path” on
page 22 for more information.
See Figure 2-11 and Figure 2-12 for a graphical representation of the effect of digital filtering on a signal.

Figure 2-11 · Effect of Averaging on Voltage, Initial Digital Filtering Value = 0

SmartDesign MSS ACE Configuration
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Figure 2-12 · Effect of Averaging on Voltage, Initial Digital Filtering Value = 3000

Applying a Linear Transformation to the Analog Input

Figure 2-13 · Linear Transformation for the Analog Input
The Linear Transformation (Figure 2-13) is performed by the PPE inside the ACE. This transformation is optional and
not needed for most applications.
There is a separate linear transformation that is applied by default on all analog input samples. During Actel's factory
test, gain and offset errors for all analog pads are stored in the eNVM for each device. These values are then used by the
PPE to perform an automatic calibration for every analog input signal. This is known as the Actel manufacturing
calibration and is automatically applied to all analog samples using the PPE linear transformation algorithm. See the
Actel SmartFusion Programmable Analog User's Guide for more information on manufacturing calibration for the
Analog Front End.
The values that you configure inside the service dialog are merged with the manufacturing gain and offset values before
the PPE engine is executed. These values do not affect the values stored in the eNVM by Actel's factory test.
Certain applications may require a transformation on your analog input. For example, if you want to post scale all your
analog inputs by 1.2x than you could do that w/ these controls. The linear transformation function (Figure 2-14)
performs the following equation:
Y = mx + b
where:
x: input from ADC
m: gain value
b: offset value
Y: transformed ADC result

18
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Figure 2-14 · Linear Transformation Function
Send transformed result to DMA - See Monitoring the Analog Input Data through the Signal Processing Path section
for more information.

Setting Threshold Flags for Analog Inputs

Figure 2-15 · Threshold Detection for Analog Inputs
The threshold detection (Figure 2-15) is performed by the PPE inside the ACE.
Threshold flags can be set for each analog input service to assert and deassert at certain threshold values. The assertion/
deassertion of the flags will cause the associated bits in the PPE FLAG registers to toggle. These registers are listed in
Table 2-1.
Table 2-1 · Toggling PPE Flag Registers
0x40021450

PPE_FLAGS0

R/W

32

0

PPE flags
register 0

0x40021454

PPE_FLAGS1

R/W

32

0

PPE flags
register 1

0x40021458

PPE_FLAGS2

R/W

32

0

PPE flags
register 2
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Table 2-1 · Toggling PPE Flag Registers (continued)
0x4002145C

PPE_FLAGS3

R/W

32

0

PPE flags
register 3

0x40021460

PPE_SFFLAGS

R/W

32

0

PPE state-filter
flags register

Actel recommends that you use the ACE driver APIs to access and manage your ACE threshold flags.
You also have the option of implementing an interrupt based scheme whereby each time a flag asserts it will assert an
interrupt to your processor. You must enable the interrupts for the corresponding flag in the ACE register.
To determine the exact bit of the FLAG_REGISTER a particular flag is mapped to, you can view the Flag tab in the
ACE configurator. It gives a report of which flags are mapped to which bit in each register.
Flag Name - This is the name of the flag. It is displayed in the "Flags" tab in the ACE configurator to indicate which
PPE_FLAG register the bit was mapped to. This is important if the register is to be polled to determine the state of the
flags.
Actel recommends using the ACE driver to manage your threshold flags. The ACE driver enables the firmware code to
refer to the flag names specified in the ACE configurator.
Flag Type - You can choose to assert the flag when the signal is either under a given threshold or over a given threshold.
An OVER type has the following behavior:
ASSERTION when ADC Input >= Threshold value
DEASSERTION when ADC INPUT < Threshold value
An UNDER type has the following behavior:
ASSERTION when ADC Input < Threshold value
DEASSERTION when ADC Input >= Threshold value
Threshold - Threshold value for when the flag should assert/deassert.

Threshold Comparison
For threshold values, the following applies -15V << 0 << 15V. In other words, -15V is UNDER 0V, and 0V is OVER 15V in terms of the flag threshold terminology.
Hysteresis - Hysteresis value. The hysteresis value allows a range to be set around your threshold such that any input
changes within that range will not cause a change on the flag (Figure 2-16). Only inputs that exceed the range will
trigger a flag assertion/deassertion.
If the hysteresis value plus the threshold value exceeds the maximum threshold value, then the maximum threshold value
will be used as the trigger point.

20
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If the threshold value minus the hysteresis value exceeds the minimum threshold value, then the minimum threshold
value will be used as the trigger point.

Figure 2-16 · Effect of Hysteresis on Your Flags
Assert Samples - The number of consecutive samples on this channel that exceed the threshold for the flag to assert.
This can be a glitch removal feature. If it is set to 0, the final flag is identical to the comparison result.
For example, if Assert Sample value is 5 and the threshold is set at OVER 3.0V, the input value must exceed 3 V for 5
consecutive samples, and then the flag will be asserted on the next sample if the conditions are still met. If voltage values
are less than 3.0V, the flag will not assert. Figure 2-17 shows the effect of glitch removal on a given signal.

Figure 2-17 · Glitch Removal on a Given Signal

Glitch Removal
De-assert Samples - The number of consecutive samples of this channel that are not above the threshold required for the
flag to de-assert once it has been asserted. This is a glitch removal feature. If this value is set to 0, the final flag is
identical to the comparison result.
SmartDesign MSS ACE Configuration
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For example, if the de-assert Sample value is 10 and the threshold is set at UNDER 3.3V, the input value must be lower
than 3.3V for 10 consecutive samples, and then the flag will be de-asserted on the next sample if the conditions are still
met.
Hysteresis and State Filtering (Assert/Deassert samples) - You can either enable hysteresis or state filtering on a single
flag, not both.
Note: There is a maximum limit of 32 state filtered flags and 128 regular or hysteresis flags in the entire design.

Monitoring the Analog Input Data Through the Signal Processing Path
The ACE data path for an analog input signal is shown in Figure 2-18.

Figure 2-18 · ACE Data Path for the Analog Input Value
The analog input data is first processed by the ADC. The linear transformation algorithm is applied on the signal, this
applies either the manufacturing calibration, user transformation, or a combination of both. The result of this is passed
to the digital filtering algorithm, and finally the threshold detection is applied at the end.
At any point in the data path, SmartFusion PDMA peripheral can be used to DMA the data from the ACE to some
designated memory location for later processing.
Using the service configurators, you can choose to 'tap' various points in this data path (as shown in Figure 2-19):
Send raw ADC result to DMA checkbox passes the data right after the ADC to the DMA.
Send transformed result to DMA checkbox passes the data after the linear transformation to the DMA.
Send filtered result to DMA checkbox passes the data after the digital filtering to the DMA.

Figure 2-19 · ACE Data Path
This feature relies on your firmware and application code for setting up the SmartFusion PDMA peripheral to service
the ACE, and then to process the resulting data in. Based on which data points you selected to tap in the data path, the
ACE takes the corresponding data and writes it to the PPE_PDMA_DATAOUT FIFO. Once this is written the
ACE_OUTREADY signal is asserted. The PDMA monitors this signal and reads the FIFO when
ACE_OUTREADY is asserted, and pushes the data to the specified destination address, which can be eSRAM or some
address in the Fabric.
Refer to the ACE Driver for an example of using the SmartFusion DMA features with ACE.

22
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The result data is written as a 32-bit word in the format shown in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2 · ACE Result Data

Bits

Field

Description

31:30

Reserved

Reserved

29:28

ADC

ADC number

27:24

AMUXSEL

Binary encoded selection of 1 of 16 inputs connected to the analog
multiplexer for ADCn. Also known as the logical channel number.
Analog data. The maximum ADC resolution is 12-bits. There there
are more bits provided here is due to any averaging or transformation
effects that may require more magnitude or precision.
This is the upper 24-bits of the 32-bit representation from the ACE
ALU.

23:00

DATA

For typical scenarios, the 12-bits of the ADC data will be in bits
[19:08]. For example, if you directly passed out the raw unprocessed
ADC data out using the DMA feature, then the 12-bit ADC value
would be in bits [19:08].
However, if performing an PPE computations, such as averaging or
linear transformation, then there is the possibility that the data will
require the extended bits. This is application dependent.
Refer to the ACE numerical format in the SmartFusion
MicroController Subsystem User’s Guide for details on how to
interpret this value.

Your application code must process the DMA destination address for the ACE data. Refer to the ACE Firmware driver
for helper functions to process these data words.
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Sampling Sequence Configuration
The Sampling Sequence determines the order in which analog channels are sampled for a particular ADC. Each ADC
has its own operation sequence and the SSE time division multiplexes servicing of each ADC.
Specify the sampling sequence in the Controller tab of the ACE configurator, as shown in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1 · Sampling Sequence in ACE
Procedures - A procedure is a sequence of operations for an ADC. By default, the system will have a procedure per
ADC that is executed after the ACE begins operation. These are named ADCn_MAIN in the Procedures table.
Your application may require a different sampling sequence based on system conditions; for example, if a brownout
condition is detected you may begin sampling the power rails at a higher frequency. Procedures can be added by clicking
the Add Procedure button for each ADC that may have a different set of sequence operations (Figure 3-2).

Figure 3-2 · Sampling Sequence Procedures
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Specifying Procedures and Operating Sequence
The operating sequence can be specified in Auto or Manual
In Auto mode, you choose the signals that you want to sample in the procedure and add them to the Sampling Rate table
then click the Calculate Sequence and Actual Rate button. This creates a basic round robin sequence of your selected
signals.
In Manual mode, you specify the operations manually, as described in more detail in the Operating Sequence section
below.
The Available Signals list shows the signals that are assigned to a specific ADC. You can use this list of signals to
indicate which ones you want to sample in Auto mode by moving these signals to and from the Sampling Rate.
The Sampling Rate table displays the sampling rate of the Signals in the operating sequence. It is updated after you click
the Calculate Sequence and Actual Rate (in Auto mode) or Calculate Actual Rate (in Manual mode). You will receive a
Warning icon for the signals in this table when the rate is out of date, you should click the Calculate Actual Rate button
to update these values.
The Sampling Rate calculation employs a model of the ACE hardware to compute the actual rates. Depending upon
your configuration, you may receive this message:
Sampling rate is limited by data processing, this may result in an overall slowdown of ACE processing. Refer to ACE
Help for more information.
This indicates that the ADC FIFO full condition will be reached. When this occurs, the ACE sample rate of all ADC's
are negatively impacted, but this maybe acceptable for your application. The following configurations may contribute to
a full FIFO:
• A lot of post processing for a service, such as, Threshold Flags, Digital Averaging, Linear Transformations, or PDMA
transfers.
• Low Acquisition times for services

Operating Sequence

Figure 3-3 · Sampling Sequence Procedures
To add an operation to a procedure, click the Insert Operating Sequence Slot (as shown in Figure 3-3). Depending upon
the operation that is selected, the operation configuration dialog opens and allows you to configure the operation. For
example, a basic Sample operation requires specifying the analog service that needs to be sampled, as shown in
Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4 · Configure Operating Sequence Dialog Box (SAMPLE)
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The available operations are:
• SAMPLE - Sample an analog service. Only the services that are configured for the ADC that this procedure is
configured for will be shown in this drop down.
For Current, Temperature, and Differential services a strobe signal must be asserted before conversion can begin. Refer
to the Actel SmartFusion Programmable Analog User's Guide for detailed timing diagrams.
The ACE configurator will generate the SSE microcode to automatically account for this strobe signal requirement.
• SIMULTANEOUS SAMPLE - Simultaneously samples the analog services across different ADCs.
• SET INTERRUPT - Enables you to set the general purpose interrupt flags from the SSE. These are the
PCn_FLAGS in the SSE_IRQ ACE register. You will need to enable the interrupts for these bits using firmware.
• WAIT TIME - Enables you to specify a time period to delay in the operating sequence. The format is <value> <unit>
• RESTART SEQUENCE - Restarts the sequence for the current procedure. This enables you to execute any procedure
in a continuous loop. Execution will begin at the first operation of the procedure.
• CALIBRATE ADC - Asserts the ADCRESET bit in the ADCn_MISC_CTRL ACE register. In effect, this resets
ADCn which will perform a full ADC calibration. The ADCn must be restarted using the ACE driver.
Actel recommends using the ACE driver to perform any Analog Front End management operations instead of this
ACE operation.
• POWERDOWN ADC - Sets a '1' to the PWRDWN bit in the ADCn_MISC_CTRL ACE register. In effect, this
power downs ADCn. The ADCn must be restarted using the ACE driver.
Actel recommends using the ACE driver to perform any Analog Front End management operations instead of this
ACE operation.
• STOP ADC - Stops the execution for the current procedure. The ADCn must be restarted using the ACE driver.
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Exposing Flags to the Fabric
Some of the Threshold flags from the PPE and some internal ACE status signals are optionally available to the FPGA
Fabric (Figure 4-1). This section describes how to expose these signals to the Fabric.

Figure 4-1 · ACE Configurator Flags Tab
The ACE configurator Flags tab shows the mapping of the flags corresponding to the configured analog service of the
PPE_FLAGS[n]. This display serves a several purposes:
• Enables you to see the mapping of the bits in the case where the PPE registers need to be polled to determine the state
of the flags.
• The ACE Interrupt column indicates the internal ACE interrupt bit that is routed to the Cortex-M3.
• The Cortex-M3 Interrupt column indicates which bit and Cortex-M3 Interrupt the flag is mapped to. Note however
that there is a logical or'ing mechanism (described below), so each interrupt maybe associated with multiple threshold
flags.
The Fabric > FPGA_FLAGS element enables you to expose the ACEFLAGS[31:0] from the ACE instance. You can
then promote this port to the top level of the MSS component and use it in your fabric logic to monitor some of the flags
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or internal ACE status. There are caveats that are explained in detail below. To expose this port, check the Expose these
signals as ACEFLAGs when the FPGA_FLAGS is selected (Figure 4-2).

Figure 4-2 · Expose Signals as ACEFLAGs
To minimize the number of signals between the SmartFusion microcontroller and the fabric, the PPE Flags are logically
OR'd together inside the ACE before being passed to the fabric. This logic is shown below.
Essentially, bit[n] of PPE_FLAGS0, PPE_FLAGS1, PPE_FLAGS2, PPE_FLAGS3, and PPE_SFFLAGS registers
are logically OR'd together and passed out onto ACEFLAG[n].
Furthermore, you have the option of monitoring some internal ACE signals by using the lower 10-bits of the ACE Flags
to pass out these ACE status signals instead of the OR'd PPE flags.
See the “ACE Interrupts” on page 33 for details on the logical OR’ing scheme with the PPE_FLAGS and
PPE_SFFLAGS
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Figure 4-3 illustrates how the lower 10-bits of the ACEFLAG bus can be used to monitor various ACE status signals
instead of the lower 10-bits of the 32-bit THRESH_FLAG signal.

THRESH_FLAGS[31:0]

[31:10]

ACEFLAGS[31:10]

[9:0]
P P E _B U S Y

1

ACEFLAGS[9]

[9 ]
A C E F LA G S _S E L [9]
F IF O _ F U LL2

1

ACEFLAGS[8]

[8 ]
A C E F LA G S _S E L [8]
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1

ACEFLAGS[7]

[7 ]
A C E F LA G S _S E L [7]
F IF O _ F U LL0

1

ACEFLAGS[6]

[6 ]
A C E F LA G S _S E L [6]
F IF O _ A F U LL 2

1

ACEFLAGS[5]

[5 ]
A C E F LA G S _S E L [5]
F IF O _ A F U LL 1

1

ACEFLAGS[4]

[4 ]

}

T o F P G A F abric

A C E F LA G S _S E L [4]
F IF O _ A F U LL 0

1

ACEFLAGS[3]

[3 ]
A C E F LA G S _S E L [3]
F IF O _ E M P T Y 2

1

ACEFLAGS[2]

[2 ]
A C E F LA G S _S E L [2]
F IF O _ E M P T Y 1

1

ACEFLAGS[1]

[1 ]
A C E F LA G S _S E L [1]
F IF O _ E M P T Y 0

1

ACEFLAGS[0]

[0 ]
A C E F LA G S _S E L [0]

Figure 4-3 · Lower 10 ACEFLAG Bits
You can choose if you want to monitor the flag or the ACE status using the drop-down menu for bits [9:0] of the
FPGA_FLAGS as shown in Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-4 · Monitoring the Flag or ACE Status Using the Drop-Down Menu
SmartDesign MSS ACE Configuration
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You need to be aware of the following implications when exposing the ACEFLAGs to the FPGA fabric:
• The software currently does not allow you to assign the PPE flags to the bits that you desire, due to the OR'ing scheme,
there maybe bits that have flags mapped to it that are not important for your application. In this case, you can just
disable the interrupt for the flag bit so that it will not assert the ACEFLAG[n]. However, it should be noted that this
will also disable this flag from interrupting the Cortex-M3 so it may also not be desired.
• The flags that are exposed are the 'sticky' interrupt bits. So first you have to enable the interrupts for these bits,
otherwise they will not assert the ACEFLAG[n] bit. Secondly, after you have enabled the interrupt, the assertion of
ACEFLAG[n] will occur as ACE is executing samples and processing the data. However, you will still need to 'clear'
this interrupt by writing to the associated PPE_FLAGS[n]_CLR or PPE_SFFLAG_CLR register inside ACE,
otherwise the signal will remain asserted long after the threshold crossing event has occurred. Refer to the Actel
SmartFusion Programmable Analog User's Guide for the specifics of the ACE registers details and addresses.
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ACE Interrupts
A total of eighty-six ACE interrupts are routed to the Cortex-M3 via an interrupt logic control/aggregation block.
These interrupts map to the top eighty-six, [149:64], of the total implemented Cortex-M3 interrupts in the
SmartFusion device. In addition, thirty-two of these interrupts are routed to the FPGA. The lower ten, [9:0], are
multiplexed between PPE Status Interrupts and aggregated PPE flag interrupts, while the other twenty-two, [31:10],
are the aggregated PPE flag interrupts
These interrupts provide visibility into different stages of signal processing in ACE block. ACE interrupt handler
functions that are part of the Actel Firmware driver APIs can be used in the applications running on Cortex-M3 for
real-time data access and decision making. Please refer to the SmartFusion MSS ACE Driver User’s Guide for more
details on the APIs.
The subset of thirty-two interrupts routed to the FPGA allows applications running on the APB Master in FPGA
Fabric access to real time ACE block information for decision making. The following sections describe these interrupts
in detail along with the associated registers.

ACE Interrupts Routed to Cortex-M3
The ACE interrupts routed Cortex-M3 are summarized in Figure 5-1 and detailed in the sections below.

Figure 5-1 · Breakdown of ACE Interrupts to Cortex-M3

Comparator Interrupt Events
The comparator related events generate 24 flags that are routed to Cortex-M3. These correspond to the 12 rising and 12
falling events on the comparators in the analog quads. Given that a maximum of 10 Comparators exist in the
SmartFusion devices, only the lowest 10 bits of the possible 12 rising and lowest 10 bits of the possible falling event flags
are used. The 3 registers corresponding to these interrupt events and their bit fields are described in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1 · Comparator Interrupt Event Registers

Register Name

Address

Access

ACE_COMP_IRQ_EN

0x4002120C

R/W

ACE_COMP_IRQ

0x40021210

R

Analog comparator related interrupts

ACE_COMP_IRQ_CLR

0x40021214

W

Control register to clear ACE_COMP_IRQ bits
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Description
Enable/mask register for ACE_COMP_IRQ bit interrupt
contributions
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Comparator IRQ Enable Register (ACE_COMP_IRQ_EN)
Table 5-2 · Comparator IRQ Enable Register Description

Bit Number
[31:24]

[23:0]

Name

Access

Reserved

N/A

Reserved

R/W

These bits are logically ANDed with the bits in the COMP_IRQ register to
create interrupts that are brought out as Cortex-M3 interrupts [108:85]. If any
of the bits in this register is 1, the corresponding bit in the COMP_IRQ
register is enabled, otherwise it is disabled/masked.

IRQ_EN

Description

Comparator IRQ Register (ACE_COMP_IRQ)
Table 5-3 · Comparator IRQ Register Description

Bit Number
[31:22]

Name

Access

Reserved

Description
Reserved

[21:12]

COMP_RISE

R

Comparator rising edge events: these IRQs indicate rising edge events on
any or all of the comparator signals from the analog quads. These bits are
ANDed with ACE_COMP_IRQ_EN [21:12] to create the Cortex-M3
Interrupts [94:85]. The top two bits are reserved as the maximum
comparator count is 10.

[11:10]

Reserved

R

Reserved

R

Comparator falling edge events: these IRQs indicate falling edge events
on any or all of the comparator signals from the analog quads. These bits
are ANDed with ACE_COMP_IRQ_EN[9:0] to create the Cortex-M3
Interrupts [106:97]. The top two bits are reserved as the maximum
comparator count is 10.

[9:0]

COMP_FALL

Comparator IRQ Clear Register (ACE_COMP_IRQ_CLR)
Table 5-4 · Comparator IRQ Clear Register

Bit Number
[31:24]

[23:0]

Name

Access

Reserved

IRQ_CLR

Description
Reserved

W

These bits are used to clear corresponding bits in the ACE_COMP_IRQ
register. Writing "1" to any of the bits will clear the corresponding bits in the
ACE_COMP_IRQ register. Writing "0" to any of the bits will have no effect.
In the event that writing a 1 to these clear bits coincides with a set event in the
COMP_IRQ register, the set event has higher priority.

SSE Related Interrupt Events
The SSE related events generate 21 flags that are routed to Cortex-M3. These correspond to the three ADC blocks and
the corresponding program counters. These include 3 ADC conversion done events, 3 ADC calibration start events, 3
ADC calibration done events and 12 general-purpose SSE events. These 12 general-purpose SSE events can be used to
create user-defined interrupt events based on ADC program counter status.
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The 3 registers corresponding to these interrupt events and their bit fields are described in Table 5-5.
Table 5-5 · SSE Related Interrupt Event Registers

Register Name

Address

R/W Reset Value

Description

ACE_SSE_IRQ_EN

0x40021200

R/W

0

Enable/mask register for ACE_SSE_IRQ bit
interrupt contributions

ACE_SSE_IRQ

0x40021204

R

0

ACE SSE related interrupts

ACE_SSE_IRQ_CLR

0x40021208

W

0

Control register to clear ACE_SSE_IRQ bits

SSE IRQ Enable Register (ACE_SSE_IRQ_EN)

Table 5-6 · SSE IRQ Enable Register Description

Bit Number
[31:21]

[20:0]

Name

Access Mode Reset Value

Description

Reserved

Reserved

IRQ_EN

These bits are logically ANDed with the bits in the
ACE_SSE_IRQ register to create interrupts that are
brought out as Cortex-M3 Interrupts [84:64]. If any of
the bits in this register is 1, the corresponding bit in the
ACE_SSE_IRQ register is enabled, otherwise it's
disabled/masked

R/W

0

SSE IRQ Register (ACE_SSE_IRQ)

Table 5-7 · SSE IRQ Register

Bit Number

Name

[31:21]

Reserved

Description
Reserved

20

ADC2_CAL_RISE

ADC2_CALIBRATE signal rising edge; this IRQ indicates a start of
calibration event for ADC2. This bit is ANDed with
ACE_SSE_IRQ_EN[20] to create Cortex-M3 Interrupt [84]

19

ADC1_CAL_RISE

ADC1_CALIBRATE signal rising edge; this IRQ indicates a start of
calibration event for ADC1. This bit is ANDed with
ACE_SSE_IRQ_EN[19] to create Cortex-M3 Interrupt [83]

18

ADC0_CAL_RISE

ADC0_CALIBRATE signal rising edge; this IRQ indicates a start of
calibration event for ADC0. This bit is ANDed with
ACE_SSE_IRQ_EN[18] to create Cortex-M3 Interrupt [82]

17

ADC2_CALIBRATE signal falling edge; this IRQ indicates a end of
ADC2_CAL_FALL calibration event for ADC2. This bit is ANDed with
ACE_SSE_IRQ_EN[17] to create Cortex-M3 Interrupt [81]
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Table 5-7 · SSE IRQ Register (continued)

Bit Number

Description

16

ADC1_CALIBRATE signal falling edge; this IRQ indicates a end of
ADC1_CAL_FALL calibration event for ADC1. This bit is ANDed with
ACE_SSE_IRQ_EN[16] to create Cortex-M3 Interrupt [80]

15

ADC0_CALIBRATE signal falling edge; this IRQ indicates a end of
ADC0_CAL_FALL calibration event for ADC0. This bit is ANDed with
ACE_SSE_IRQ_EN[15] to create Cortex-M3 Interrupt [79]

14

ADC2_DV_RISE

ADC2_DATAVALID signal rising edge; this IRQ indicates an end of ADC2
conversion event. This bit is ANDed with ACE_SSE_IRQ_EN [14] to create
Cortex-M3 Interrupt [78]

13

ADC1_DV_RISE

ADC1_DATAVALID signal rising edge; this IRQ indicates an end of ADC1
conversion event. This bit is ANDed with ACE_SSE_IRQ_EN [13] to create
Cortex-M3 Interrupt [77]

12

ADC0_DV_RISE

ADC0_DATAVALID signal rising edge; this IRQ indicates an end of ADC0
conversion event. This bit is ANDed with ACE_SSE_IRQ_EN [12] to create
Cortex-M3 Interrupt [76]

PC2_FLAGS

Program Counter2 flags; these four general-purpose flags can be used by the
SSE to create interrupt events based on application requirement. These are
not directly associated with any of ADC2 inherent events listed in bits
[20:12]. They are ANDed with ACE_SSE_IRQ_EN[11:8] to create CortexM3 Interrupts [75:72].

PC1_FLAGS

Program Counter1 flags; these four general-purpose flags can be used by the
SSE to create interrupt events SSE to create interrupt events based on
application requirement. These are not directly associated with any of ADC1
inherent events listed in bits [20:12]. They are ANDed with
ACE_SSE_IRQ_EN[7:4] to create Cortex-M3 Interrupts [71:68]

PC0_FLAGS

Program Counter0 flags; these 4 general-purpose flags can be used by the SSE
to create interrupt events based on application requirement. These are not
directly associated with any of ADC0 inherent events listed in bits [20:12].
They are ANDed with ACE_SSE_IRQ_EN[3:0] to create Cortex-M3
Interrupts [67:64]

11:8

7:4

3:0
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SSE IRQ Clear Register (ACE_SSE_IRQ_CLR)
Table 5-8 · SSE IRQ Clear Register

Bit Number
[31:21]

[20:0]

Name

R/W Reset Value

Reserved

IRQ_CLR

Description
Reserved

W

These write-only bits are used to clear corresponding bits in the
ACE_SSE_IRQ register. Writing a 1 to any of the bits clears
the corresponding bits in the ACE_SSE_IRQ register, while
writing a 0 to any of the bits has no effect. In the event that
writing a 1 to these clear bits coincides with a set event in the
ACE_SSE_IRQ register, the set event has higher priority.

0

Post Processing Engine (PPE) Interrupts
ADC FIFO Status Interrupt Events
The PPE FIFO related events generate 9 flags that are routed to Cortex-M3. 6 among these 9 correspond to ADC
result FIFO almost full/full events. The other three interrupts correspond to ADC result FIFO empty flags. The three
registers corresponding to these interrupt events and their bit fields are described in Table 5-9.
Table 5-9 · ADC Result FIFO Empty Flag Interrupt Event Registers

Address

Register Name

Access Mode

Description

0x40021218

ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ_EN

R/W

Enable/mask register for ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ
bit interrupt contributions

0x4002121C

ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ

R

PPE ADC FIFO related Events

0x40021220

ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ_CLR

W

Control register to clear ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ

PPE FIFO IRQ Enable Register (ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ_EN)

Table 5-10 · PPE FIFO IRQ Enable Register Description

Bit Number
[31:9]

[8:0]

Name

Access Mode

Description

Reserved

Reserved

IRQ_EN

These bits are logically ANDed with the bits in the
ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ register to create interrupts that are brought
out as Cortex-M3 Interrupts [117:109]. If any of the bits in this
register are "1", the corresponding bit in the ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ
register is enabled, otherwise it's disabled/masked
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PPE FIFO IRQ Register (ACE_ PPE_FIFO _IRQ)

Table 5-11 · PPE FIFO IRQ Register Description

Bit Number
[31:9]
8

7

R/W

Reserved
EMPTY2_FALL

AFULL2_RISE

Description
Reserved

R

ADC2_FIFO_EMPTY signal falling edge; this IRQ indicates that the
ADC2 result FIFO has just become non-empty. This bit is ANDed with
ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ_EN[8] to create Cortex-M3 interrupt [117]

R

ADC2_FIFO_AFULL signal rising edge; this IRQ indicates that the
ADC2 result FIFO has just become almost full, i.e., there are now 3
words of result data the PPE can process. This bit is logically ANDed
with ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ_EN[7] to create Cortex-M3 Interrupt
[116]

6

FULL2_RISE

R

ADC2_FIFO_FULL signal rising edge; this IRQ indicates that the
ADC2 result FIFO has just become full, i.e., there are now 4 words of
result data the PPE can process. This bit is ANDed with
ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ_EN[6] to create Cortex-M3 interrupt [115]

5

EMPTY1_FALL

R

ADC1_FIFO_EMPTY signal falling edge: this IRQ indicates that the
ADC1 result FIFO has just become non-empty. This bit is ANDed with
ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ_EN[5] to create Cortex-M3 interrupt [114]

R

ADC1_FIFO_AFULL signal rising edge; this IRQ indicates that the
ADC1 result FIFO has just become almost full, i.e., there are now 3
words of result data the PPE can process. This bit is ANDed with
ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ_EN[4] to create Cortex-M3 Interrupt [113]

4

AFULL1_RISE

3

FULL1_RISE

R

ADC1_FIFO_FULL signal rising edge; this IRQ indicates that the
ADC1 result FIFO has just become full, i.e., there are now 4 words of
result data the PPE can process. This bit is ANDed with
ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ_EN[3] to create Cortex-M3 interrupt [112]

2

EMPTY0_FALL

R

ADC0_FIFO_EMPTY signal falling edge; this IRQ indicates that the
ADC0 result FIFO has just become non-empty. This bit is ANDed with
ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ_EN[2] to create Cortex-M3 interrupt [111]

R

ADC0_FIFO_AFULL signal rising edge; this IRQ indicates that the
ADC0 result FIFO has just become almost full, i.e., there are now 3
words of result data the PPE can process. This bit is ANDed with
ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ_EN[1] to create Cortex-M3 Interrupt [110]

R

ADC0_FIFO_FULL signal rising edge; this IRQ indicates that the
ADC0 result FIFO has just become full, i.e., there are now 4 words of
result data the PPE can process. This bit is ANDed with
ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ_EN[0] to create Cortex-M3 interrupt [109]

1

0
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FULL0_RISE
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PPE FIFO IRQ Clear Register (ACE_ PPE_FIFO _IRQ_CLR)

Table 5-12 · PPE FIFO IRQ Register Description

Bit Number
[31:9]

[8:0]

Name

Access

Reserved

IRQ_CLR

Description
Reserved

W

These write-only bits are used to clear corresponding bits in the
ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ register. Writing a 1 to any of the bits clears the
corresponding bits in the ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ register, while writing a 0 to
any of the bits has no effect. In the event that writing a 1 to these clear bits
coincides with a set event in the ACE_PPE_FIFO_IRQ register, the set event
has higher priority

PPE Threshold and State Filter Flag Interrupt Events
There are four banks of PPE hysteresis and threshold flags that are arranged in 32-bit registers. There is one bank of
state filter flags arranged into a 32-bit register. These 128 threshold flags and 32 state filter flags are aggregated into 32
resultant interrupts. Effectively these are logically ORed, s shown in Figure 5-2.
These four hysteresis and threshold flag registers are populated with application specific flags generated by the user
during ACE configuration in SmartDesign MSS configurator. These registers are filled from LSB to MSB starting with
PPE_FLAGS0 register to PPE_FLAGS3. Similarly the state filter flag register gets filled from LSB to MSB. See
“Setting Threshold Flags for Analog Inputs” on page 19 for details.
149

118

PPE_FLAGS

Logical-OR

PPE_FLAGS0

PPE_FLAGS1

PPE_FLAGS2

PPE_FLAGS3

PPE_SFLAGS

Figure 5-2 · PPE Flag Aggregation Overview
These aggregated interrupts are routed to Cortex-M3 as ACE Interrupts [149:118] and to Fabric as
ACEFLAGS[31:0].
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PPE Threshold Flag Bank Zero (PPE_FLAG0)
These flags are generated by PPE based on user configuration in MSS configurator. The three registers corresponding to
these interrupt events and their bit fields are described in Table 5-13.
Table 5-13 · PPE Threshold Flag Bank Zero Description

Register Name

Address

R/W

Description

ACE_PPE_FLAGS0_IRQ_EN

0x40021224

R/W

Enable/mask register for ACE_PPE_FLAGS0_IRQ bit
interrupt contributions

ACE_PPE_FLAGS0_IRQ

0x40021228

R

ACE PPE FLAGS0 threshold related Events

ACE_PPE_FLAGS0_IRQ_CLR 0x4002122C

W

Control register to clear ACE_PPE_FLAGS0_IRQ
bits

PPE FLAGS0 IRQ Enable Register (ACE_PPE_ FLAGS0 _IRQ_EN)

Table 5-14 · PPE FLAGS0 IRQ Enable Register Description

Bit Number

[31:0]

Name

IRQ_EN

Access

Description

R/W

These bits are logically ANDed with the bits in the
ACE_PPE_FLAGS0_IRQ register to create interrupts that are aggregated
with the other PPE flags and brought out as Cortex-M3 interrupts [149:118].
If any of the bits in this register are 1, the corresponding bit in the
ACE_PPE_FLAGS0_IRQ register is enabled, otherwise the corresponding
bit in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS0_IRQ register is disabled/masked

PPE FLAGS0 IRQ Register (ACE_ PPE_ FLAGS0 _IRQ)

Table 5-15 · PPE FLAGS0 IRQ Register Description

Bit Number

[31:0]

40

Name

FLAGS0_RISE

R/W Reset Value

R

0

Description
PPE FLAGS0 rising edges; these IRQ signals indicate
that one or more of the PPE_FLAGS0 threshold flags has
transitioned from 0 to 1, indicating that a signal is either
greater than or less than the threshold for that particular
signal. These bits are ANDed with
ACE_PPE_FLAGS0_IRQ_EN[31:0] and aggregated
with other PPE flags to create ACE interrupts [149:118]
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PPE FLAGS0 IRQ Clear Register (ACE_ PPE_ FLAGS0 _IRQ_CLR)
Table 5-16 · PPE FLAGS0 IRQ Clear Register

Bit Number

[31:0]

Name

IRQ_CLR

R/W

Description

W

These write-only bits are used to clear corresponding bits in the
ACE_PPE_FLAGS0_IRQ register. Writing a 1 to any of the bits clears the
corresponding bits in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS0_IRQ register, while writing a
0 to any of the bits has no effect. Writing a 1 to these clear bits coincides with a
set event in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS0_IRQ register, the set event has higher
priority.

PPE Threshold Flag Bank One (PPE_FLAG1)
These flags are generated by PPE based on user configuration in MSS configurator. The three registers corresponding to
these interrupt events and their bit fields are described in Table 5-17.
Table 5-17 · PPE Threshold Flag Bank One Description

Register Name

Address

Access

Description

ACE_PPE_FLAGS1_IRQ_EN

0x40021230

R/W

ACE_PPE_FLAGS1_IRQ

0x40021234

R

ACE PPE FLAGS1 threshold related Events

ACE_PPE_FLAGS1_IRQ_CLR

0x40021238

W

Control register to clear the bits of
ACE_PPE_FLAGS1_IRQ

Enable/mask register for ACE_PPE FLAGS1_IRQ
bit interrupt contributions

PPE FLAGS1 IRQ Enable Register (ACE_PPE_ FLAGS1 _IRQ_EN)

Table 5-18 · PPE FLAGS1 IRQ Enable Register Description

Bit Number

[31:0]

Name

IRQ_EN
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R/W

Description

R/W

These bits are ANDed with the bits in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS1_IRQ register to
create interrupts that are aggregated with the other PPE flags and brought out as
ACE interrupts [149:118]. If any of the bits in this register are logic 1, the
corresponding bit in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS1_IRQ register is enabled,
otherwise the corresponding bit in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS1_IRQ register is
disabled or masked
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PPE FLAGS1 IRQ Register (ACE_ PPE_ FLAGS1 _IRQ)

Table 5-19 · PPE FLAGS1 IRQ Register Description

Bit Number

[31:0]

Name

Description

PPE FLAGS1 rising edges; these IRQ signals indicate that one or more of the
PPE_FLAGS1 threshold flags have transitioned from logic 0 to logic 1, indicating
that a signal is either greater than or less than the desired threshold for that
FLAGS1_RISE
particular signal. These bits are logically ANDed with
ACE_PPE_FLAGS1_IRQ_EN[31:0] and aggregated with other PPE flags to
create ACE interrupts [149:118]

PPE FLAGS1 IRQ Clear Register (ACE_ PPE_ FLAGS1 _IRQ_CLR)
Table 5-20 · PPE FLAGS1 IRQ Clear Register Description

Bit Number

[31:0]

Name

IRQ_CLR

R/W

Description

W

These write-only bits are used to clear corresponding bits in the
ACE_PPE_FLAGS1_IRQ register. Writing a 1 to any of the bits clears the
corresponding bits in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS1_IRQ register. Writing 0 to any
of the bits has no effect. If writing a 1 to these clear bits coincides with a set
event in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS1_IRQ register, the set event has higher
priority

PPE Threshold Flag Bank Two (PPE_FLAG2)
These flags are generated by PPE based on user configuration in MSS configurator. The three registers corresponding to
these interrupt events and their bit fields are described in Table 5-21.
Table 5-21 · PPE Threshold Bank Two Description

Register Name
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Address

R/W

Description

ACE_PPE_FLAGS2_IRQ_EN

0x4002123C

R/W

ACE_PPE_FLAGS2_IRQ

0x40021240

R

ACE PPE FLAGS2 threshold related Events

ACE_PPE_FLAGS2_IRQ_CLR

0x40021244

W

Control register to clear ACE_PPE_FLAGS2_IRQ bits

Enable/mask for ACE_PPE_FLAGS2_IRQ bit
interrupt contributions
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PPE FLAGS2 IRQ Enable Register (ACE_PPE_ FLAGS2 _IRQ_EN)

Table 5-22 · PPE FLAGS2 IRQ Enable Register

Bit Number

[31:0]

Name

IRQ_EN

R/W

Description

R/W

These bits are ANDed with the bits in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS2_IRQ register to
create interrupts that are aggregated with the other PPE flags and eventually
brought out as Cortex-M3 interrupts [149:118]. If any of the bits in this register
are logic 1, the corresponding bit in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS2_IRQ register is
enabled, otherwise the corresponding bit in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS2_IRQ
register is disabled or masked

PPE FLAGS2 IRQ Register (ACE_ PPE_ FLAGS2 _IRQ)

Table 5-23 · PPE FLAGS2 IRQ Register Description

Bit Number

[31:0]

Name

R/W

Description

R

PPE FLAGS2 rising edges; these IRQ signals indicate that one or more of
the PPE_FLAGS2 threshold flags have transitioned from logic 0 to logic
1, indicating that a signal is either greater than or less than the threshold
for that particular signal. These bits are ANDed with
ACE_PPE_FLAGS2_IRQ_EN[31:0] and aggregated with other PPE
flags to create Cortex-M3 interrupts [149:118]

FLAGS2_RISE

PPE FLAGS2 IRQ Clear Register (ACE_ PPE_ FLAGS2 _IRQ_CLR)

Table 5-24 · PPE FLAGS2 IRQ Clear Register Description

Bit Number

[31:0]

Name

IRQ_CLR
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R/W

Description

W

These write-only bits are used to clear corresponding bits in the
ACE_PPE_FLAGS2_IRQ register. Writing 1 to any of the bits clears the
corresponding bits in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS2_IRQ register. Writing 0 to any
of the bits has no effect. If 1 is written to these clear bits and coincides with a
set event in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS2_IRQ register, the set event has higher
priority.
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PPE Threshold Flag Bank Three (PPE_FLAG3)
These flags are generated by PPE based on user configuration in MSS configurator. The three registers corresponding to
these interrupt events and their bit fields are described in Table 5-25. PPE flag aggregation details are shown in
Figure 5-3 on page 45.
Table 5-25 · PPE Threshold Flag Bank Three Description

Register Name

Address

R/W

Description

ACE_PPE_FLAGS3_IRQ_EN

0x40021248

R/W

Enable/mask register for ACE_PPE_FLAGS3_IRQ bit
interrupt contributions

ACE_PPE_FLAGS3_IRQ

0x4002124C

R

ACE PPE FLAGS3 threshold related Events

ACE_PPE_FLAGS3_IRQ_CLR

0x40021250

W

Control register to clear ACE_PPE_FLAGS2_IRQ bits

PPE FLAGS3 IRQ Enable Register (ACE_PPE_ FLAGS3 _IRQ_EN)

Table 5-26 · PPE FLAGS3 IRQ Enable Register

Bit Number

[31:0]

Name

IRQ_EN

R/W

Description

R/W

These bits are ANDed with the bits in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS3_IRQ register
to create interrupts that are aggregated with the other PPE flags and eventually
brought out as Cortex-M3 interrupts [149:118]. If any of the bits in this register
are logic 1, the corresponding bit in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS3_IRQ register is
enabled, otherwise the bit in the ACE_PPE_FLAGS3_IRQ register is disabled/
masked

PPE FLAGS3 IRQ Register (ACE_ PPE_ FLAGS3 _IRQ)

Table 5-27 · PPE FLAGS3 IRQ Register

Bit Number

[31:0]
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Name

FLAGS3_RISE

R/W

Description

R

PPE FLAGS3 rising edges; these IRQ signals indicate that one or more of
the PPE_FLAGS3 threshold flags have transitioned from logic 0 to logic
1, indicating that a signal is either greater than or less than the desired
threshold for that particular signal. These bits are logically ANDed with
ACE_PPE_FLAGS3_IRQ_EN[31:0] and aggregated with other PPE
flags to create Cortex-M3interrupts [149:118]
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PPE FLAGS3 IRQ Clear Register (ACE_ PPE_ FLAGS3 _IRQ_CLR)

Table 5-28 ·

Bit Number

[31:0]

Name

IRQ_CLR

R/W Reset Value

W

0

Description
These write-only bits are used to clear corresponding bits in the
ACE_PPE_FLAGS3_IRQ register. Writing a 1 to any of the
bits clears the corresponding bits in the
ACE_PPE_FLAGS3_IRQ register, while writing a 0 to any of
the bits has no effect. In the event that writing a 1 to these clear
bits coincides with a set event in the
ACE_PPE_FLAGS3_IRQ register, the set event has higher
priority.

Figure 5-3 · PPE Flag Aggregation Details
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ACE Interrupts/Flags Routed to FPGA Fabric
32 FPGA flags are available to the FPGA master. The top 22 bits [31:10] are the aggregated PPE threshold flags, while
the lower 10 bits [9:0] are multiplexed between threshold flags PPE status and FIFO flags as shown in Figure 5-4.

FPGA_FLAGS[31:10]

FPGA_FLAGS[9]

PPE_FLAGS[31:10]

PPE_FLAGS[0]

FPGA_FLAGS[8:0]

PPE_BUSY

PPE_FLAGS[8:0]

PPE_FIFOs

Figure 5-4 · ACE Interrupts to FPGA
The 32 bit register ACE_FPGA_FLAGS_SEL Register enables selection of the lower 10 bits between these sources.
This is selectable in the MSS Configurator. The register is described in Table 5-29.
Table 5-29 · ACE_FPGA_FLAGS_SEL Register Description

Register Name
ACE_FPGA_FLAGS_SEL

Address

R/W

0x40021260

R/W

Description
Control register to select alternative internal ACE signals to
monitor via the FPGA_FLAGS[9:0] to the FPGA fabric

ACE FPGA FLAG Selection Register (ACE_FPGA_FLAGS_SEL)

Table 5-30 · ACE FPGA FLAG Selection Register Description

Bit Number
[31:10]

9

8
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Name

R/W

Reserved

PPE_BUSY_SEL

FIFO_FULL2_SEL

Description
Reserved

R

R

1 - select PPE_BUSY internal signal to be connected to the
FPGA_FLAGS[9] output.
0 - select THRESH_FLAGS[9] internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[9] output.
1 - select ADC2_FIFO_FULL internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[8] output
0 - select THRESH_FLAGS[8] internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[8] output.
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Table 5-30 · ACE FPGA FLAG Selection Register Description (continued)

Bit Number

7

6

5

4

3

2

Name

FIFO_FULL1_SEL

FIFO_FULL0_SEL

FIFO_AFULL2_SEL

FIFO_AFULL1_SEL

FIFO_AFULL0_SEL

FIFO_EMPTY2_SEL

R/W

R

R

R

R

R

R

Description
1 - select ADC1_FIFO_FULL internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[7] output
0 - select THRESH_FLAGS[7] internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[7] output
1 - select ADC0_FIFO_FULL internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[6] output
0 - select THRESH_FLAGS[6] internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[6] output.
1 - select ADC2_FIFO_AFULL internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[5] output
0 - select THRESH_FLAGS[5] internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[5] output
1 - select ADC1_FIFO_AFULL internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[4] output
0 - select THRESH_FLAGS[4] internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[4] output
1 - select ADC0_FIFO_AFULL internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[3] output
0 - select THRESH_FLAGS[3] internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[3] output
1 - select ADC2_FIFO_EMPTY internal signal to be connected
to the FPGA_FLAGS[2] output
0 - select THRESH_FLAGS[2] internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[2] output
1 - select ADC1_FIFO_EMPTY internal signal to be connected
to the FPGA_FLAGS[1] output

1

0

FIFO_EMPTY1_SEL

FIFO_EMPTY0_SEL

R

R

0 - select THRESH_FLAGS[1] internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[1] output that is routed from the ACE to the
FPGA fabric (default).
1 - select ADC0_FIFO_EMPTY internal signal to be connected
to the FPGA_FLAGS[0] output that is routed from the ACE to
the FPGA fabric.
0 - select THRESH_FLAGS[0] internal signal to be connected to
the FPGA_FLAGS[0] output
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Figure 5-5 · ACE FPGA Flag Details
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Port Description

Table 6-1 · ACE Port Description

Associated With
Port Name

Direction

PAD?

Description
ADC/SDD

SCB

ABPS0

In

Yes

SCB 0 / active bipolar prescaler input 1

ADC0

SCB0

ABPS1

In

Yes

SCB 0 / active bipolar prescaler input 2

ADC0

SCB0

ABPS2

In

Yes

SCB 1 / active bipolar prescaler input 1

ADC0

SCB1

ABPS3

In

Yes

SCB 1 / active bipolar prescaler input 2

ADC0

SCB1

ABPS4

In

Yes

SCB 2 / active bipolar prescaler input 1

ADC1

SCB2

ABPS5

In

Yes

SCB 2 / active bipolar prescaler input 2

ADC1

SCB2

ABPS6

In

Yes

SCB 3 / active bipolar prescaler input 1

ADC1

SCB3

ABPS7

In

Yes

SCB 3 / active bipolar prescaler input 2

ADC1

SCB3

ABPS8*

In

Yes

SCB 4 / active bipolar prescaler input 1

ADC2

SCB4

ABPS9*

In

Yes

SCB 4 / active bipolar prescaler input 2

ADC2

SCB4

ADC0

In

Yes

ADC 0 direct input 0 / FPGA input

ADC0

N/A

ADC1

In

Yes

ADC 0 direct input 1 / FPGA input

ADC0

N/A

ADC2

In

Yes

ADC 0 direct input 2 / FPGA input

ADC0

N/A

ADC3

In

Yes

ADC 0 direct input 3 / FPGA input

ADC0

N/A

ADC4

In

Yes

ADC 1 direct input 0 / FPGA input

ADC1

N/A

ADC5

In

Yes

ADC 1 direct input 1 / FPGA input

ADC1

N/A

ADC6

In

Yes

ADC 1 direct input 2 / FPGA input

ADC1

N/A

ADC7

In

Yes

ADC 1 direct input 3 / FPGA input

ADC1

N/A

ADC8*

In

Yes

ADC 2 direct input 0 / FPGA input

ADC2

N/A

ADC9*

In

Yes

ADC 2 direct input 1 / FPGA input

ADC2

N/A

ADC10*

In

Yes

ADC 2 direct input 2 / FPGA input

ADC2

N/A

ADC11*

In

Yes

ADC 2 direct input 3 / FPGA input

ADC2

N/A

CM0

In

Yes

SCB 0 / high side of current monitor / comparator.
Positive input.

ADC0

SCB0

CM1

In

Yes

SCB 1 / high side of current monitor / comparator.
Positive input.

ADC0

SCB1

CM2

In

Yes

SCB 2 / high side of current monitor / comparator.
Positive input.

ADC1

SCB2

CM3

In

Yes

SCB 3 / high side of current monitor / comparator.
Positive input.

ADC1

SCB3
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Table 6-1 · ACE Port Description (continued)

Associated With
Port Name

Direction

PAD?

Description
ADC/SDD

SCB

CM4*

In

Yes

SCB 4 / high side of current monitor / comparator.
Positive input.

ADC2

SCB4

TM0

In

Yes

SCB 0 / low side of current monitor / comparator.
Negative input / high side of temperature monitor.

ADC0

SCB0

TM1

In

Yes

SCB 1 / low side of current monitor / comparator.
Negative input / high side of temperature monitor.

ADC0

SCB1

TM2

In

Yes

SCB 2 / low side of current monitor / comparator.
Negative input / high side of temperature monitor.

ADC1

SCB2

TM3

In

Yes

SCB 3 / low side of current monitor / comparator.
Negative input / high side of temperature monitor.

ADC1

SCB3

TM4*

In

Yes

SCB 4 / low side of current monitor / comparator.
Negative input / high side of temperature monitor.

ADC2

SCB4

SDD0

Out

Yes

Output of SDD0

SDD0

N/A

SDD1

Out

Yes

Output of SDD1

SDD1

N/A

SDD2*

Out

Yes

Output of SDD2

SDD2

N/A

VAREF0

Inout

Yes

Analog reference voltage for ADC0

ADC0

SCB0/SCB1

VAREF1

Inout

Yes

Analog reference voltage for ADC1

ADC1

SCB2/SCB3

VAREF2*

Inout

Yes

Analog reference voltage for ADC2

ADC2

SCB4/SCB5

GNDTM0

In(Ground) Yes

Analog temperature monitor common ground for
SCB 0 and SCB 1

ADC0

SCB0/SCB1

GNDTM1

In(Ground) Yes

Analog temperature monitor common ground for
SCB 2 and SCB 3

ADC1

SCB2/SCB3

GNDTM2*

In(Ground) Yes

Analog temperature monitor common ground for
SCB 4 and SCB 5

ADC2

SCB4/SCB5

LVTTL0

Output

No

When used as an LVTTL the associated
LVTTL_EN signal is automatically tied high.

ADC0

SCB0

LVTTL1

Output

No

Direct ADC input used as LVTTL 1 input

ADC0

SCB0

LVTTL2

Output

No

Direct ADC input used as LVTTL 2 input

ADC0

SCB1

LVTTL3

Output

No

Direct ADC input used as LVTTL 3 input

ADC0

SCB1

LVTTL4

Output

No

Direct ADC input used as LVTTL 4 input

ADC1

SCB2

LVTTL5

Output

No

Direct ADC input used as LVTTL 5 input

ADC1

SCB2

LVTTL6

Output

No

Direct ADC input used as LVTTL 6 input

ADC1

SCB3

LVTTL7

Output

No

Direct ADC input used as LVTTL 7 input

ADC1

SCB3

Direct ADC input used as LVTTL 0 input.
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Table 6-1 · ACE Port Description (continued)

Associated With
Port Name

Direction

PAD?

Description
ADC/SDD

SCB

LVTTL8*

Output

No

Direct ADC input used as LVTTL 8 input

ADC2

SCB4

LVTTL9*

Output

No

Direct ADC input used as LVTTL 9 input

ADC2

SCB4

LVTTL10*

Output

No

Direct ADC input used as LVTTL 10 input

ADC2

SCB5

LVTTL11*

Output

No

Direct ADC input used as LVTTL 11 input

ADC2

SCB5

CMP0

Output

No

Exposed when the associated Analog Comparator
service [n] is configured.

N/A

N/A

CMP1

Output

No

Comparator 1 output

N/A

N/A

CMP2

Output

No

Comparator 2 output

N/A

N/A

CMP3

Output

No

Comparator 3 output

N/A

N/A

CMP4

Output

No

Comparator 4 output

N/A

N/A

CMP5

Output

No

Comparator 5 output

N/A

N/A

CMP6

Output

No

Comparator 6 output

N/A

N/A

CMP7

Output

No

Comparator 7 output

N/A

N/A

CMP8*

Output

No

Comparator 8 output

N/A

N/A

CMP9*

Output

No

Comparator 9 output

N/A

N/A

FABSDD0D

Input

No

Data out from FPGA fabric driving the input to the
SDD0

SDD0

N/A

FABSDD0CLK

Input

No

Clock for FABSDD0D

SDD0

N/A

FABSDD1D

Input

No

Data out from FPGA fabric driving the input to the
SDD1

SDD1

N/A

FABSDD1CLK

Input

No

Clock for FABSDD1D

SDD1

N/A

FABSDD2D*

Input

No

Data out from FPGA fabric driving the input to the
SDD2

SDD2

N/A

FABSDD2CLK*

Input

No

Clock for FABSDD2D

SDD2

N/A

Comparator 0 output.
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Table 6-1 · ACE Port Description (continued)

Associated With
Port Name

Direction

PAD?

Description
ADC/SDD

SCB

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Flag threshold events that are the Or'd versions of all
128 regular and 32 state filtered flags.
ACEFLAGS[31:0]

Output

No

Lower 10-bits can optionally be configured to
monitor various internal ACE signals in the fabric.
See “Exposing Flags to the Fabric” on page 29 for
more details.
Available when choosing the Enable Simultaneous
sampling on multiple chips checkbox in Advanced
Options dialog.

FABACETRIG

Input

No

Used to simultaneously start ADC conversions across
multiple SmartFusion devices.
This input must default to ground when the FPGA
fabric is not powered up.

* only available in A2F500 devices
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Product Support
Actel backs its products with various support services including Customer Service, a Customer Technical Support
Center, a web site, an FTP site, electronic mail, and worldwide sales offices. This appendix contains information about
contacting Actel and using these support services.

Customer Service
Contact Customer Service for non-technical product support, such as product pricing, product upgrades, update
information, order status, and authorization.
From Northeast and North Central U.S.A., call 650.318.4480
From Southeast and Southwest U.S.A., call 650. 318.4480
From South Central U.S.A., call 650.318.4434
From Northwest U.S.A., call 650.318.4434
From Canada, call 650.318.4480
From Europe, call 650.318.4252 or +44 (0) 1276 401 500
From Japan, call 650.318.4743
From the rest of the world, call 650.318.4743
Fax, from anywhere in the world 650.318.8044

Actel Customer Technical Support Center
Actel staffs its Customer Technical Support Center with highly skilled engineers who can help answer your hardware,
software, and design questions. The Customer Technical Support Center spends a great deal of time creating application
notes and answers to FAQs. So, before you contact us, please visit our online resources. It is very likely we have already
answered your questions.

Actel Technical Support
Visit the Actel Customer Support website (www.actel.com/support/search/default.aspx) for more information and
support. Many answers available on the searchable web resource include diagrams, illustrations, and links to other
resources on the Actel web site.

Website
You can browse a variety of technical and non-technical information on Actel’s home page, at www.actel.com.

Contacting the Customer Technical Support Center
Highly skilled engineers staff the Technical Support Center from 7:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Pacific Time, Monday through
Friday. Several ways of contacting the Center follow:

Email
You can communicate your technical questions to our email address and receive answers back by email, fax, or phone.
Also, if you have design problems, you can email your design files to receive assistance. We constantly monitor the email
account throughout the day. When sending your request to us, please be sure to include your full name, company name,
and your contact information for efficient processing of your request.
The technical support email address is tech@actel.com.
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Phone
Our Technical Support Center answers all calls. The center retrieves information, such as your name, company name,
phone number and your question, and then issues a case number. The Center then forwards the information to a queue
where the first available application engineer receives the data and returns your call. The phone hours are from 7:00 A.M.
to 6:00 P.M., Pacific Time, Monday through Friday. The Technical Support numbers are:

650.318.4460
800.262.1060
Customers needing assistance outside the US time zones can either contact technical support via email (tech@actel.com)
or contact a local sales office. Sales office listings can be found at www.actel.com/company/contact/default.aspx.

Actel is the leader in low-power and mixed-signal FPGAs and offers the most comprehensive portfolio of system
and power management solutions. Power Matters. Learn more at www.actel.com.
Actel Corporation • 2061 Stierlin Court • Mountain View, CA 94043 • USA
Phone 650.318.4200 • Fax 650.318.4600 • Customer Service: 650.318.1010 • Customer Applications Center: 800.262.1060
Actel Europe Ltd. • River Court, Meadows Business Park • Station Approach, Blackwater • Camberley Surrey GU17 9AB • United Kingdom
Phone +44 (0) 1276 609 300 • Fax +44 (0) 1276 607 540
Actel Japan • EXOS Ebisu Building 4F • 1-24-14 Ebisu Shibuya-ku • Tokyo 150 • Japan
Phone +81.03.3445.7671 • Fax +81.03.3445.7668 • http://jp.actel.com
Actel Hong Kong • Room 2107, China Resources Building • 26 Harbour Road • Wanchai • Hong Kong
Phone +852 2185 6460 • Fax +852 2185 6488 • www.actel.com.cn
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